THE SYNCHRONYMEET- Alumni Student Interaction
Synchrony Meet - 2013
The Computer Engineering Department of Don Bosco Institute of technology, proactive and
dedicated to raising the levels of the students as it has always been, took one more extraordinary
step on the 3rd of October with “Synchrony Meet” – An event that went well beyond a panel
discussion. It started off in the morning inside the board room of DBIT. Our ex students,
overwhelmed just as much as the faculty was, had an opportunity to meet their mentors while the
staff took a sense of accomplishment as they saw their proteges reach up to quite a level in the
industry. An open two way discussion, the idea behind it was to bring the DBIT family back
together again and find ways to improve the facilities, as DBIT always has been committed to.
What was in for the students ahead of these talks was a panel discussion on “Skills Engineering
Graduates Require for Success” - An alumni perspective. A very apt topic, given the current shaky
economy and the upcoming placement season, was pondered upon for about more than an hour and
discussed upright with the students. And who could've done this better than such well accomplished
people who sat in the same benches just a few years ago!
After a dazzling introduction about the achievements that our guests had, the mood was set and
things got in the groove. A number of related topics right from basic communication skills to
corporate politics and to standing out in the crowd were discussed at length. Students' questions
were answered and quite a few found solace in the fact that individual development was more
important than the place where they passed out from, that resume's need not be stereotypical and
several other things that they diligently noted down. The panel discussion left the students with
confidence instilled in them and enthusiastic about the new world that awaited their technical
brilliance in the near future.
A vote of thanks and small talks over lunch brought the alumni closer with the current students and
faculty, as the day concluded.

